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Introduction
By Amanda Bennett

Flashing orange and black stripes, a blur of fur, and a huge leap followed by a loud roar 
that made the children cover their ears—that’s what we experienced during a recent 
visit to Busch Gardens. What zoo exhibit were we visiting when we saw this? Our 
favorite:  the Siberian tiger compound! 

Of all of the animals that I have seen around the world, none captured my attention 
like the tigers. There were Siberian tigers as well as white tigers, and watching them 
run was mesmerizing. They were huge and powerful, and their muscles and speed 
were unbelievable. I was not the only one that enjoyed watching them—I was 
surrounded by kids of all ages who couldn’t see enough of these amazingly powerful 
beasts.

When choosing this topic, I couldn’t help but get excited at the prospect of 
introducing kids to the world of tigers. In Terrific Tigers, you and your child will learn 
all about the different kinds of tigers of the world, what they eat, where they live, and 
the problems that they face. With the Internet, your child can watch tiger videos and 
webcams from around the world and see just how they move and run, as well as where 
they live.

With the new Download N Go™ unit studies, you are about to begin a new kind of 
learning experience. Each study is one week in length, having five daily lessons with 
lapbook components for each day. The name, Download N Go™, comes from the 
concept that these studies are ready to use as soon as you have downloaded them. 
No preparation or waiting time or other expensive resources are required. A few 
inexpensive items are needed for the lapbook—a simple file folder, a glue stick, safety 
scissors, brass brads, and crayons or markers. That’s it—simple, effective, and what a 
way to learn!

Now that you are beginning Terrific Tigers in the Download N Go™ Series, get ready for 
a wonderful learning adventure into the world of these striking creatures. Your child 
will investigate this animal—what it eats, the sounds it makes, where it lives, and much 
more. Each day your child will explore and investigate, creating and adding more 
learning components to his Terrific Tigers lapbook—building a wonderful reminder of 
all that he is learning to be enjoyed for years to come. There will be science discoveries, 
such as learning about the different kinds of tigers, carnivore vs. herbivore, and how 
they communicate. Geography of the places that tigers still live will take your children 
to exotic places of the world that will now take on new meaning.
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As I write this study, I am astounded as I watch the video clips and see just how 
beautiful these animals are—fearless hunters and agile big cats. There are many efforts 
underway to protect these magnificent beasts, and the research and hard work to save 
the tigers provide a wide-open door of adventure and investigation for our children.

While I will now move on to new Download N Go™ titles, be assured that our animal 
adventures are continuing! Watch for Astonishing Animals and Creation 
Camouflage, coming soon. 

Note to parents: Remember that Internet site content can change overnight. Please check 
the sites that you plan to use before your child visits them in the study.  

Some of the videos in this study are hosted by YouTube and include Google ads that cannot 
be completely avoided. These ads can be hidden by clicking on the X in the upper-right 
corner of the ad banner. 

To conserve printer ink, please note that most printers have a variety of 
printing options (draft mode, economy mode, grayscale, black and white, 
etc.) which may reduce your ink usage. Refer to this guide for assistance in 
exploring your printer’s options.
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Day 1
What Is a Tiger?

Tigers are some of the most beautiful animals on earth. They are mysterious and 
intelligent, and they move gracefully despite their great size. Watch these videos as we 
begin our study of tigers:

Video:  Tiger Slideshow

Video:  Tiger Cub Playing

Video:  Tiger With Four Cubs

Aren’t they beautiful animals? God created all of the animals—the fish, the birds, and 
the animals that live on land. Read about Creation and find out on which day God made 
the creatures that live on land. Write your answer below.

Genesis 1

Creation

God made the creatures that live on land on day ____________________ of Creation.
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Before we jump right into tigers, first let’s see what you know. Describe a tiger on the 
lines below. (Mom can write below while the child narrates, or the child can write what he 
knows.)

What Is a Tiger?

Definition of Tiger

      ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Have you ever seen a tiger, perhaps at a zoo or on television? Circle your answer below.

If you have seen a tiger, what did it look like? Describe it on the lines below.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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